Electronic Percussive Testing of the Stability of an Immediately Provisionalized Implant Placed Into a Fresh Extraction Socket: A Pilot Evaluation
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It is important to achieve primary stabilization of dental implants that will be immediately loaded. Noninvasive devices that test the stability of immediately provisionalized implants placed into fresh extraction sockets are discussed. A titanium threaded implant was placed into a fresh extraction socket of a patient’s nonrestorable mandibular right canine. The implant received an interim restoration immediately following its placement. The stability of the bone-implant complex was evaluated from the day of implant insertion through day 246 using an electronic percussive testing instrument. During the first month the bone-implant complex became progressively less stable reaching a peak measured level of instability at 30 days postimplantation. This was followed by progressive stabilization first measured on day 46 as the implant continued to osseointegrate. These findings suggest that the bone-implant complex became less stable during the first month after implant placement and was followed by a period of progressive stabilization reflecting bone maturation around the implant. A search of the literature found similar results in a study of single-stage implants (not immediately provisionalized) using resonance frequency analysis. The known sequence of wound healing around dental implants is reviewed to explain the findings of this pilot evaluation. Studies that use noninvasive testing devices to assess implant stability at placement and during healing may provide information that can help to optimize implant treatment outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

The 2-stage endosseous root-form implant protocol proposed by Branemark et al has been used to predictably restore the functional and esthetic needs of partially and fully edentulous patients. Numerous modifications of the original technique have evolved during the last several decades. It is now often possible to place an interim restoration on an implant immediately following its placement. Schnitman and coworkers deviated from the usual 2-stage protocol by placing implants that immediately sup-
ported mandibular fixed interim prostheses. Other investigators\(^3,4\) reported on immediately loaded 2-stage and single-stage implants, respectively, to replace single missing teeth.

For the patient who requires the extraction of an anterior tooth, immediate implant insertion with concurrent placement of an interim restoration has been shown to be a highly predictable treatment consideration.\(^5,6\) While there are potential functional, esthetic, and emotional benefits associated with the placement and provisional restoration of an implant immediately following tooth extraction, there exists the potential to overload and compromise or lose the implant.

It is important to obtain primary stability (immediate mechanical fixation) of a dental implant. This is particularly true when a dental implant is placed into a fresh extraction socket and immediately provisionalized. Inadequate primary stabilization will result in excessive mobility leading to fibrous tissue encapsulation and exfoliation of the implant. Overcompression of the osteotomy site during implant placement, however, may result in bone microfractures, ischemia, and bone necrosis. Factors that influence primary implant stability include bone density, implant geometry, composition and surface characteristics, and operator skill.\(^7,8\)

Clinical analyses of early wound healing may help evaluate the course of osseointegration. Radiographic studies are 2-dimensional and lack adequate resolution to provide information about early healing. Invasive tests such as torque and pull-out, while appropriate for laboratory studies, cannot be used in the clinical setting. Noninvasive tests that can assess implant stability at placement and during the osseointegration period may be of clinical value. Two types of noninvasive tests are dynamic vibration analysis (Resonance Frequency Analysis, eg Osstell Mentor, Integration Diagnostics, AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) and electronic percussive testing (Periotest, Siemans AG, Bensheim, Germany).

Resonance frequency analysis (RFA) objectively measures the stability of the bone-implant complex using a tuning fork–like transducer device attached to the implant or abutment.\(^9\) Resonance frequency (RF) values correlate positively with implant stability and negatively with abutment height and marginal bone resorption.\(^10\) Unfortunately, RFA cannot be applied to an interim or definitive restoration as the transducer must be screwed directly to an implant or abutment in order to operate the instrument.

Electronic percussive testing (EPT) has been shown to provide reproducible data that quantify the stability of the bone-implant complex.\(^11–14\) In an in vitro study, Manz and coworkers\(^15\) reported that EPT provided good intra-examiner reliability and repeatability. They advised, however, that caution should be exercised when interpreting results from different examiners using different instruments. Conversely, Derhami and coworkers\(^16\) found that EPT provided good interexaminer and good interinstrumental reliability. Measurements values, however, may be affected by handpiece angulation, vertical point of measurement on the test object, horizontal distance of the plunger from the test object, and abutment length.\(^16\) It is therefore imperative that the examiner standardize the orientation of the handpiece and the point of contact. Unlike RFA, EPT can be used to examine a patient’s interim or final implant/abutment-supported restoration.

This pilot evaluation describes a procedure during which an implant was placed into a fresh extraction socket, immediately provided with an interim restoration, and monitored for changes in the stability of the bone-implant complex using EPT commencing the day of implant placement.

**Materials and Methods**

A patient presented for a routine dental examination and was found to have extensive dental decay under the crown of the mandibular right canine. The decay extended well below the crest of bone and the tooth was deemed unrestorable. The treatment options along with their associated benefits and risks were carefully reviewed with the patient. The patient consented to have an implant placed at the time of tooth extraction to be followed immediately by the placement of an interim abutment and crown.

An interim customized abutment and crown were prepared from study casts for insertion at the time of tooth extraction and implant placement (Figure 1). In the event adequate primary stability of the implant could not be achieved upon insertion, a provisional acrylic removable partial denture was also fabricated.

The mandibular right canine was extracted uneventfully. Every effort was made to select an implant that would best fill the volume of the extraction socket in order to achieve primary stability. A 4 × 15–mm Branemark (MK III, Nobel Biocare USA, Inc, Yorba Linda, Calif) implant was placed in the extraction socket immediately following site preparation. The custom abutment was hand-tightened onto the implant and the interim crown was relined, adjusted, and luted with provisional cement (Temp-Bond NE, Kerr USA, Romulus, Mich) (Figure 2).
Electronic percussive testing (EPT) was performed immediately following delivery of the interim abutment and crown. The EPT device (Periotest) was composed of a microcomputer with an attached handpiece that housed a percussion rod. The handpiece was held perpendicular to the sample being tested and the percussion rod impacted the object 16 times over a 4-second interval. The microcomputer analyzed the rate of deceleration of the rod as it rebounded from the object. In general, the more stable the implant or tooth is, the faster the rod will decelerate. The microcomputer converted this information into a periotest value (PTV) and recorded it in the form of a digital display and audio readout. PTVs can range from −8 (clinically firm) to +50 (very loose). A range of −8 to +9 corresponds to 0 on the Miller index with no clinical visual evidence of mobility. For dental implants, a PTV of +10 or greater indicates a loose abutment or lack or loss of osseointegration. Median PTVs for osseointegrated root-form implants have been reported to be close to or below 0.

The same clinician and unit were used throughout the study to maximize the reproducibility of the measurements. Several measurements were recorded at each interval and averaged. Care was taken to standardize the orientation of the handpiece. The plunger of the instrument’s handpiece was oriented parallel to the floor and perpendicular to the facial aspect of the provisional crown just coronal to the free gingival margin for all recordings. The tip of the handpiece was positioned 1 to 2 mm from the surface of the crown. PTVs were obtained at several intervals throughout the entire interim restoration phase of treatment commencing the day of implant placement to day 246.

RESULTS

Healing was uneventful. The PTV at implant placement was +5, suggesting that good primary stability was achieved (Figure 3, Table). Periotest values were +6 and +8 on days 17 and 30, respectively, suggesting decreased stability of the bone-implant complex. This trend reversed, however, when a +1 PTV was obtained on day 46. Stability continued to improve to day 246, reaching −2 PTV.
TABLE

Periotest values over time for an immediately placed and provisionalized implant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Placement Time (days)</th>
<th>Periotest Values From Time of Implant Placement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Electronic percussive testing provides the ability to measure subclinical mobility and therefore stability of the bone-implant complex in a manner that minimizes subjectivity. An implant was placed into a fresh extraction site and immediately provided with an interim restoration. The recorded PTVs suggest that the bone-implant complex became less stable during the first month after implant placement and was followed by a period of progressive stabilization.

This instrument may provide more information about the bone-implant complex than would be obtained by visual clinical examination alone. The findings in this pilot study are supported by the findings of Cranin and coworkers, who reported an inverse correlation between PTV recordings and implant stability when they examined 290 dental implants. In that study, however, the instrument could not reliably be used to detect the degree of crestal bone loss around implants. This shortcoming may be explained by the findings of Truhlar and coworkers, who reported on the PTV recordings of 2212 implants. The mean range of PTVs for bone qualities I to IV was less than 2. This would suggest that the instrument may lack the sensitivity required to detect very subtle changes in the bone-implant complex such as pericervical bone changes. Nevertheless, the instrument may be clinically useful for monitoring gross changes that occur during osseointegration.

Similar observations of early implant mobility followed by progressive stabilization have been reported using other research modalities. Branemark et al performed torque and pull-out tests in rat tibial metaphyses over time. These analyses showed that the stability of the bone-implant complex remained weak but constant during the first 4 weeks, followed by an increase in stability at 4 to 16 weeks. Barewal and coworkers monitored 27 single-stage implants that were placed in human posterior maxillae and mandibles (not immediately provisionalized) for changes in implant stability from their time of insertion using RFA. The lowest mean implant stability was found at 3 weeks postplacement. Our observations using electronic percussive testing of an immediately provisionalized implant correlate positively with Barewal and colleagues’ study using resonance frequency analysis. These findings suggest that there exists an interval between primary and secondary stability during which the mobility of the implant increases. This may be explained by understanding the sequence of wound healing events surrounding dental implants. When a dental implant is placed into a prepared bony site, its surface is initially coated with a fibrin clot followed by the formation of a loosely organized collagenous matrix with numerous interspersed blood cells. Early osteoid formation is observed by day 14. Mineralization continues from days 14 through 21 with a distinct, poorly calcified interface zone that separates the nearly mineralized bone surface from the implant. This dense intervening organic matrix develops between the implant and bone and continues to mineralize until all that remains is a thin, partially calcified nonstructured ground substance composed of proteoglycans.

Bone remodeling is subject to the amount of microstrain that is placed upon it. Below a minimum microstrain threshold, demineralization and bone loss occurs. Microstrain above a certain threshold produces hypertrophy (increased mineralization and bone growth). Microstrain beyond a microdamage threshold leads to fatigue failure (overload). Immediate or early physiologic loading of implants may therefore help to optimize the remodeling of bone.

Another factor that can potentially affect the course of osseointegration is the bony environment into which an implant is placed. Because of the very nature of placing a round, cylindrical object into an oval fresh extraction site, not all surfaces of the implant will necessarily make direct contact with bone. Titanium screw-type implants placed into the extraction sockets of humans were examined histologically at 6 months and 12 months postplacement. The results showed that the degree of osseointegration did not differ between an implant placed directly into mature bone versus into a fresh extraction socket, provided the bone-to-implant gap was less than 2 mm. A large defect around the implant would facilitate the ingrowth of soft tissue into the area, compromising the amount of bone-implant contact. The PTV recording obtained immediately following implant placement suggests that primary stability was achieved, being derived from mechanical retention of the implant screw threads engaging the walls of the extraction socket/osteotomy site. The increasing PTVs (greater
mobility) observed during the period up to 30 days postimplant insertion was most likely caused by the bone remodeling process that resulted in resorption followed by apposition. Conversely, the dramatic reduction in PTVs measured after 30 days suggests sufficient bone-implant contact as a result of osseointegration. The implant continued to stabilize with time as the bone remodeled and matured, suggesting that microstrains were within physiologic limits. The final mobility recording was on day 246 (PTV = −2), at which point a new custom abutment and a porcelain-fused-to-metal crown were placed.

In this pilot evaluation, the recorded mobility was greatest on day 30, at which time soft tissue healing was complete. Increased patient comfort and masticatory function coincidental with this critical time of maximum implant mobility could result in implant overload. Future noninvasive mobility studies would employ greater numbers of implants to help determine at what point an implant is most vulnerable to overload and when implants can be immediately provisionalized without compromise. Noninvasive mobility studies can also address the effects that variables, such as implant geometry, surface characteristics, and surface treatments, may have on the course of osseointegration.

CONCLUSIONS

Electronic percussive testing demonstrated that an immediately placed and provisionalized implant progressively lost stability during the first month after placement, then increased stability through the end of the recording period. These findings were consistent with the histologic sequence of wound healing that takes place around dental implants. Future clinical studies using noninvasive techniques to assess an implant’s stability from the time of placement may help to optimize implant design and treatment outcomes.
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